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Abstract :  —  Recommender systems or recommendation systems are a subclass of information filtering system that seek 

to predict the "rating" or "preference" that a user would give to an item. Based on your ratings, it generates personalized 

predictions. There is a huge load of incoming data which causes Bias which gives rise to Simpson’s paradox. The 

recommendation system incorporates an algorithm that removes bias from the recommendation algorithms. One of the 

largest biases in this kind of data is due to the phenomenon of Simpson’s paradox. “Simpson’s Warning: less conditioning 

is most likely to lead to serious bias when Simpson’s Paradox appears.”This data without proper pooling can lead to 

incorrect recommendations and even ignored items that are potential recommendations. Hence, this could be solved by 

a technique called multi-resolution which is a method of pooling this incorrect data accurately. 

 

Keywords— Hybrid Recommender System, Bias, Similarity, Filtering algorithms, Resolving bias in Recommender 

Systems.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The recommender systems are software applications, subclass of information filtering systems that analyzes available 

data to make suggestions that are interesting to users, such as books, movies or songs, among other possibilities. Recommendation 

systems seek to predict the “ratings” or “preferences” that a user would give to an item. Recommender systems selects the most 

suitable items from the abundant of choices available to them. The idea that led to the development of recommender   systems   

was that, we people  often  depend  on  the  suggestions  of  our  peers  for trying something new, say for before buying a smart 

phones, a laptops, before going for a  movie, before going to a new restaurant and even before visiting a doctor. We have 

numerous recommendation systems developed for various fields, using different recommendation approaches.  

 

Over several years, researchers have developed many recommendation engines for almost many of the domain like 

social-networking sites, entertainment, content based sites (e-learning, books or articles recommendation, e-filtering etc.), e-

commerce, tourism, match-making etc, all dealing with real-world. We can classify recommender systems  on  the  basis  of  

their  application  areas: Entertainment, Social-networking based, Content-based, Services-based and E-commerce. 

Basically recommendation systems use several approaches for the process of providing recommendations for the users. 

There are several approaches that recommendation systems use which includes Content Based Filtering (CBF), Collaborative 

Filtering (CF), and Hybrid systems which are the most frequently used approaches. However there are several more approaches 

like Demographic systems, Community Based systems, Knowledge Based systems. However we concentrate on Content Based, 

Collaborative, and  Hybrid  approaches  for  resolving limitation of Recommendation systems. 

 

The aim of this paper is to acknowledge the effect of bias in the recommendation system, which is less considered as 

factor that degrades the performance of recommender systems. The efficiency of the recommendation systems can be improved 

to an extent if the problem of bias is considered and is resolved by the Hybridization techniques. The choice paradox, 

information overload, and bias resolved recommender systems can provide the user with increased efficiency of preferences and 

choices. The proposed system uses multi- resolution techniques, to classify the preferences and ratings. The explicit rating bias 

that occurs in recommender system as result of user rating is resolved by proposed system. Most recommendation models consist 

of building a user-by-item matrix with some sort of "interaction" number in each cell. If one includes the numerical ratings that 

users give items, then this is called an explicit feedback model. Alternatively, one may include implicit feedback which are 

actions by a user that signify a positive or negative preference for a given item (such as viewing the item online). These two 

scenarios often must be treated differently. 

 

II. Collaborative Filtering 

 

Collaborative filtering is the process of making automated predictions   and   suggestions   about   user’s   interest   by 

collecting preferences from all or many of the users. A collaborative system filters information by recommendations of other  

users.  The basic idea  behind  the  collaborative filtering is that “Users who agreed in their evaluation of certain items in the past 

are likely to agree again in future”. Collaborative filtering is referred to as people-to-people correlation. Basic concept of 

collaborative approach is that two or more individuals sharing some similar interests in one area tend to get inclined towards 
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similar items or products from some other area too. The similarity between the users can be figured out on their browsing 

characteristics (click- through   rate),   browsing   pattern   and   ratings   (explicit, implicit).  

 

The concept of collaborative filtering can be easily understood with the help of a simple example: consider Face Book. 

You can always see “people you may know” option on your home page with multiple people in the list. So the basic criteria 

behind making those suggestions are based on the concept of recommender systems only. The suggestions are filtered out on 

multiple parameters like: number of mutual friends  you  have  with  that  individual,  number  of  similar pages you both have 

liked or groups in common and also common  places  you  have  been  to  or  you  belong  to. The approach used here is 

Collaborative filtering i.e. if a person x and  you  have  a  number  of  friends  in  common  than  the chances are that you two 

may also know each other. Hence it is called people to people co-relation. 

 

In User-Based approach, for active user if ratings and user id is available, a group of similar users with same interest in 

terms of past ratings is found out and their ratings are used to predict what might interest the active user. In Item-Based 

approach it considers the similarity between the rating patterns of the items. For two items having similar users who like and 

dislike them, they are considered similar and the users thus are anticipated to have similar interests for similar items. It is similar 

to content based filtering in terms of overall structure, except the fact that here the similarity between the items is found based on 

the user ratings pattern and not on the item. 

 

II. Content based filtering 

 

Content   based   systems recommend items similar to items that user liked in past. Content based systems are for 

providing personalized suggestions for particular users. Content based systems are based on the concept . The basic idea behind 

these systems is to recommend items or products to a particular user, which are similar to the ones that user has already liked 

in the past. The similarity between two or more items can be calculated based on their similar features. To understand better 

consider the example discussed above, whenever you watch any video on Face book like the ones posted on food lover’s 

page, after you finish watching it, you get links of similar videos on your home page. Also, when you like some page, you get 

suggestions of pages similar to them.  

 

Content based filtering i.e. if you like an ABC item from some particular category, it is likely that you might like any 

other item XYZ similar to it (from the same category or some category similar to it).There certain limitations in both of the above 

approaches that can be solved to an extent by combining the features of both the systems. So we go in for Hybrid 

Recommendation System. 
 
 

IV. Hybrid approaches 

 

A Hybrid system is one which combines the features of both Content based and Collaborative system. The Hybrid systems 

combine multiple recommendation techniques together to produce its output. Several studies and experiments show that 

performance evaluation of hybrid recommendations to be better than the collaborative and content based systems. A  new   

system  without  collaborative  data,   the collaborative filtering approach cannot generate predictions. A  system  without  

content  information,  the  content-based approach   will   fail   to   recommend.   To   overcome   these principal limitations, 

hybrid systems have been developed. 
 
 

V. Existing System 

 

The hybrid recommender systems in use are subjected to certain limitations that result in the degradation of 

efficiency and performance. The challenges and problems in the recommender systems are explained below. 

Cold start: 

The problem occurs at early state of recommender systems when  the  information  about  an item  or  product  

available is  less.  The content based systems will behave  poorly  if product information available is less. On other hand if 

there are  no  people    behavior    history  then  the  collaborative systems do not work efficiently. 

Sparsity: 

It is common in e-commerce and other domains that people usually purchase or rate relatively few items compared 

with the total number of items. That leads to a sparse users-items representation matrix and, therefore, inability to locate 

neighbors or derive common behavior patterns, and, the final result is low-quality recommendations. 

Synonyms: 

If single item is represented by two or more different words the recommendation systems consider that item as two 

or more  different  items  and  recommend  to  the  user.  This increases the number of recommendations which causes the 

same product to be recommended more than once. 

Scalability: 
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It is another important concern in Recommender sytems. As ratings  database  grows,  the  performance  decreases.  It  

is beneficial to try to make systems, which can handle large amounts  of  data  and  produce  accurate  recommendations 

quickly. 

 

 

VI. Proposed System 

 

In the proposed system the modifications are done to existing hybrid recommendation system by implementing changes 

in algorithm that resolves the problem of bias and choice overload in the existing hybrid systems. For the same data set the 

recommendations suggested by the proposed system tends to show better recommendations. The existing system is remodeled 

into a hybrid recommender system with bias factor being resolved. Proposed system incorporates multi-resolution technique that 

resolves the bias to considerable extent when deployed to the hybrid recommender systems. 

 

i)   Hybrid recommender system 

ii)  Bias resolved hybrid system 

iii) Performance evaluation metrics 

iv)  System Architecture 

 

i) Hybrid Recommender System 

 

The hybrid recommender system is the combined form of system with functionality of both content based and 

collaborative systems. The system used in the project incorporates the hybridization techniques for the process of preferring and 

suggesting the user with recommendations. The system accepts the input from user as search query and results for the query 

are the set of recommendations that the user needs. The system provides preferences to user but they are subjected to bias which 

will not be resolved by this system. This system incorporates both the content based and collaborative techniques but has some 

efficiency issues. 

This step computes the rating predictions of all unrated apps by an active user. The predicted rating of active user a on a 

target app x , is calculated using the weighted sum of deviations from the mean app ratings approach 

 

  =                      (1) 

(if  

          =                   (2) 

 

This module to combine the prediction values of the user-based trust and the app-based trust approaches. The hybrid 

prediction value take into account all possible ways to obtain a rating prediction value for an active user a who has not 

rated the target app x. The weighted harmonic mean method is used to ensure that a high total prediction rating value is obtained 

only if prediction rating values of both the implicit user-based and the implicit app-based trust approaches are high. 

=0,                         (if =0 and =0) 

  = ,                   (if 0 and =0) 

 = ,                   (if =0 and 0) 

   = ,         (if 0 and 0) 

 

User-based trust predicted rating value of the active user a on a target app x 

App-based trust predicted rating value of the active user a on a target app x  

 

ii) Bias Resolved Hybrid System 

 

The bias resolved hybrid recommender system is the modification of the above recommender system. The both systems 

implement the content based and collaborative filtering with hybridization techniques. But the previous system does not account 

for resolving the bias that occur in the suggestions and rating. This problem of bias and choices are overcome by this bias 

resolved hybrid systems. These systems have been incorporated with multi-resolution techniques in the hybrid recommendation 

algorithms that overcome the problems of bias in system. 
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iii)  Performance Evaluation Metrics 

 

The   performance   metrics   are   used   to   evaluate   the performance  of  the  recommendation  systems.  Here  we 

measure  the  performance  of  the  both  system,  the  hybrid recommender system and the bias resolved hybrid system. The   

performance   of   the   systems   can   measured   and represented as visualize function between two systems. Several of the 

performance evaluation metrics for visualization of the performance we can use Mean Average Precisions or Normalized 

Discounted Cumulative Gain. 

 

iv) System Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed model can be represented as a hybrid recommendation system that is a combined model 

of content based and collaborative approach. This tells how the system processes the information source and user profiles, so that 

they can recommend items based on the process. The three main components of the system include the Content analyzer, Profile 

learner, Filtering component. 
 

 

FIG 6.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

VII. Conclusion and Future enhancement 

 

The recommendation systems can enhanced with bias   resolving   algorithms   that   reduces   bias   in   the 

recommendations that are being  recommended to the user. The basic hybrid recommendation systems are prone bias and have to 

be resolved. The resolved bias reduces the choice over load, and provides the user with best and the reduced number of 

recommendations or suggestions. This reduces the user’s time for searching the items from the list of all items available. This 

can be implemented as an enhancement in all of the recommendation engines that existing real-time to help user in choosing  

form a comparatively smaller subset of items available. The bias resolved hybrid recommendation systems performance measure 

can be evaluated to the performance of the normal hybrid system and the result of the performance evaluation denotes that bias 

resolved systems have better efficiency than the normal systems. The advantage of our project is that the user can feel easy in 

choosing the items from recommended list and can have a bias free recommended list for searching the items. The hybrid 

systems become more faster and efficient if the bias and information overload is resolved. 

In future more detailed information of the items can be recommended by the recommender systems, and more efficient 

way of handling the problem like choice overload and bias can be made. In future the recommendation systems incorporate 

machine learning algorithms and collaborate user data with server data to provide suggestions at a faster rate. The several more 

hybridization techniques can be implemented to the hybrid recommendation systems for the user to easily select from available 
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items. Explicit rating bias can be resolved by hybridization techniques. Steps will be taken to make the algorithm run with lesser 

resources and faster speed to improve performance. 
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